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Purpose of review

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a well known, widespread autoimmune disease, involving multiple
organ systems, with a multifaceted, widely unmapped etiopathogenesis. Recently, a new aspect of
morbidity has been described among SLE patients: infection with human papilloma virus (HPV). We set out
to review data regarding the intricate relationship between the two and attempt to determine whether HPV
may pose as a contributing factor to the development of SLE.

Recent findings

We relate to epidemiological, molecular and clinical data. We have found evidence in all these fields
suggesting HPV to be involved in the pathogenesis of SLE: increased prevalence of HPV infection among
SLE patients; vast molecular homology between viral peptides and human proteins associated with SLE;
several reports of SLE development post-HPV vaccination. Our findings suggest a possible involvement of
HPV infection in the induction of SLE, via a mechanism of immune cross-reaction due to molecular
homology.

Summary

We review clinical, epidemiological and molecular data suggesting involvement of HPV infection in the
pathogenesis of SLE. We suggest that these findings may justify the development of new HPV vaccines
containing viral peptides that bear no homology to the human proteome, in order to avoid possible
adverse immune cross-reactivity.
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INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has been long
considered as the prototype of autoimmune dis-
eases. It is a chronic inflammatory condition charac-
terized by numerous immunological and clinical
manifestations. SLE involves a variety of target
organs – the kidneys, skin, joints, blood vessel walls,
mucous membranes and nervous system – and is
associated with great morbidity and mortality [1,2].
The distinct pathogenesis of the disease is yet to be
unravelled; however, in recent years, a new aspect
has risen in the research of the disease: infection
with the human papilloma viruses (HPVs).

HPV is a group of viruses belonging to the
papillomavirus family, a family of double-stranded
circular DNA viruses with an ability to infect epi-
thelial cells of the skin as well as oral and genital
mucosa. More than 150 HPV types have been iso-
lated and fully sequenced. Infection with HPV is
considered the most prevalent sexually transmitted
disease worldwide. Moreover, persistent infection
with at least 15 different strands of the virus was
rs Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights rese
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found to be strongly associated with squamous cell
carcinoma and adenocarcinoma of the cervix [1,3].

As of date, three HPV vaccines (HPVv) are
administered in common practice: the bivalent Cer-
varix (aimed against serotypes 16 and 18), the quad-
rivalent Gardasil (aimed against serotypes 6, 11, 16
and 18) and the recently introduced 9-valent
vaccine (aimed against serotypes 6, 11, 16, 18, 31,
33, 45, 52 and 58) [4]. The vaccines use different
adjuvants, and both have been studied for efficacy
rved. www.co-rheumatology.com
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KEY POINTS

� HPV infection is significantly more prevalent among SLE
patients, regardless of use of immunosuppressive drugs.

� There is wide evidence of various infectious agents,
such as EBV, being involved in the induction of SLE,
possibly due to molecular homology leading to an
immune cross-reaction.

� We have found a significant overlap between HPV
proteins and human proteins associated with SLE,
suggesting a possible immune cross-reaction post-HPV
infection or vaccination may trigger disease onset in
prone individuals.

� We suggest the use of unique peptide-based vaccines
in order to eliminate the risk of cross-reaction.

Infections and environmental aspects of autoimmunity
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and safety. Both were found to be effective, provid-
ing a long-lasting protection against HPV infection
and premalignant lesions [5,6].

Herein, we intend to review current data regard-
ing the intricate relationship between HPV infection
and SLE induction.
HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS AS AN
INFECTIOUS CAUSE FOR SYSTEMIC
LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS

It has long been ascertained that certain infectious
agents may cause the development of autoimmun-
ity, and specifically, SLE has been associated with
Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), cytomegalovirus (CMV),
human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) and sev-
eral other infectious agents [7,8]. Recently, a
possible causality has been suggested between
HPV and SLE [9]. The suggested mechanism behind
this association between HPV and SLE is that of
immune cross-reactivity.
HYPOTHESIS OF IMMUNE CROSS-
REACTIVITY

A ground breaking publication in the 1960s gave
birth to the theory that antigens of infectious agents
bearing similarity to host molecules may initiate a
cross-reactive immune response, leading to the
development of autoimmunity [10]. Following this
initial publication, the theory of molecular
homology and its role in the development of certain
autoimmune diseases have been widely explored
[11–14].

In order to assess whether HPV may be an insti-
gating factor in the propagation of SLE, via immune
cross-reactivity, several aspects have been explored:
2 www.co-rheumatology.com
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first, a review of epidemiological data was con-
ducted to ascertain a connection between HPV car-
riage and SLE and produce the epidemiological level of
evidence. Second, a common denominator was dem-
onstrated between HPV elements and human
elements involved in SLE; this may be viewed as
the molecular level of evidence. Finally, clinical reports
were scanned for cases of SLE induction post-HPV
infection or vaccination, which may be viewed as
the clinical level of evidence.
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Several studies examining the prevalence of HPV
infection among patients with SLE yielded interest-
ing results, suggesting a higher prevalence of HPV
infection among SLE patients. One of these studies
demonstrated a threefold increase in HPV preva-
lence among SLE patients as compared with con-
trols, which was associated with the use of
immunosuppressive drugs. However, when compar-
ing SLE patients with mild or no use of immuno-
suppressive drugs to controls, higher rates of HPV
infection were found in the SLE patients despite the
fact that they had a significantly lower number of
classical risk factors; SLE patients displayed a higher
age at sexual debut and a lower number of lifetime
sexual partners [15]. In a similar study conducted a
few years later, the risk for genital infection with
HPV was higher among 88 women with SLE than 70
healthy controls, with an odds ratio of 7.2 [95%
confidence interval (95% CI), 2.9–17.8; P¼0.0001].
This association was found following adjustment for
factors such as early sexual activity and number of
sexual partners. In other words, SLE patients were
found to have increased odds to carry HPV infection
regardless of their sexual activity status. Further-
more, in this study, the use of immunosuppressive
drugs was not associated with a higher prevalence of
HPV infection [16]. Furthermore, a meta-analysis
recently published, reviewing 27 articles, found
increased prevalence of cervical dysplasia and can-
cer associated with HPV infection among SLE
patients [17

&&

]. These findings raise the question:
which event is the preceding one? Are women with
SLE at a higher risk for HPV infection, or is HPV
infection the primary event, inducing development
of SLE in prone individuals? Further evidence lead us
to suggest that there might be truth in the
latter speculation.
MOLECULAR EVIDENCE

We have recently analysed peptide sharing between
human proteins that, when altered, are associated
with SLE, and L1 proteins of four HPV strains: 6, 11,
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16 and 18 [9]. In light of the publication of a new 9-
valent HPV vaccine [18], we have expanded our
analysis to include all nine strains. We used the
peptide platform common to HPV L1s strains 31,
33, 45, 52 and 58, and human proteins related to
lupus (Table 1) as a tool to analyse the molecular
connections between HPV infection and SLE disease
[19–50,51

&&

,52–66,67
&&

,68–90].
Table 1 summarizes that two main groups, that

is complement proteins and natural killer (NK) cell
receptors (see text highlighted in bold in Table 1),
stand out in the viral versus human peptide overlap
and directly relate to SLE disease. More in detail:
(1)
1040

opy
Seven complement proteins (listed in Table 1)
participate to a complex, multiple peptide over-
lap with HPV L1s from the tested strains. That is,
a wide array of pentapeptides disseminated
throughout complement proteins might be tar-
geted by cross-reactions triggered by anti-HPV
immune responses. Such cross-reactivity might
lead to hypocomplementaemia, thus represent-
ing a direct link between HPV infection and
related lupus. In fact, hypocomplementaemia
is a well known feature of SLE disease and the
measurement of complement levels and func-
tional activity in serum is commonly used as a
marker of disease activity in SLE [28,91,92].
(2)
 Table 1 also summarizes the concrete possibility
that HPV infection can trigger immune cross-
reactions against NK cell receptors. Actually,
immune responses following HPV infection
could hit 10 NK receptors (listed in Table 1) that
repeatedly share seven pentapeptides with HPV
L1 from the tested strains for a total of 25
multiple occurrences.
In practice, this peptide commonality may
directly connect HPV infection to SLE. In fact,
inhibition of NK cell activity characterizes
patients with SLE [93–96], and a significant
decrease in CD16þ or CD56þ NK cells was
observed at the time of diagnosis of paediatric
SLE [97]. Moreover and of crucial importance in
the still unclear SLE pathogenesis, it has to be
underlined that NK cells are a powerful defense
against viral and microbial pathogens [98]. Con-
sequently, cross-reactions that inactivate/
destroy the NK cells will lead to further
recurrent infections.
NK cells are also important in the central nerv-
ous system (CNS) homeostasis and autoimmun-
ity [99]. It has been reported that NK cells
resident in the CNS suppress CNS autoimmune
disease [100]. CD56 is a cluster differentiation
antigen of NK cells also known as neural cell
adhesion molecule 1 precursor (NCAM1). As
-8711 Copyright � 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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summarized in Table 1, NCAM1 shares the pen-
tapeptide SEATV with L1s. Then, a first obser-
vation is that cross-reactions with NCAM1
might further increment the destruction of
NK cells.
Moreover, NCAM1 is also involved in the regu-
lation of higher cognitive functions [101] and,
when altered, underlies memory disorders and
learning deficits [102]. In the adult nervous
system, NCAM1 occurs in structures wherein
neurogenesis does persist such as hippocampus
[103], hypothalamus [104] and trigeminal
ganglion and brainstem [105]. Functional
disturbances in these neuro-anatomical areas
by HPV-induced immune cross-reactions with
NCAM1 might lead to neuropsychiatric dis-
orders [106], as well as to a wide symptomatol-
ogy that possibly includes obstructive sleep
apnoea [107]; fatigue, tiredness and lack of
energy, which are accompanying symptoms in
obstructive sleep apnoea [108]; sleepiness, nar-
colepsy and idiopathic hypersomnia, depres-
sion and pain [109,110].
This clinical scenario is of enormous relevance
in the context of the present review given that
the entire set of symptoms describe above
characterizes lupus. Indeed, fatigue, fibromyal-
gia, impaired health status, pain, anxiety,
depression, obstructive sleep apnoea and sleep
disturbance are catalogued as constitutional
common aspects of SLE [111–115].
(3)
 Finally, although the high level of viral versus
human peptide overlap illustrated in Table 1
prevents a detailed match-by-match discussion,
nonetheless, it is noteworthy to highlight that
numerous canonical SLE autoantigens share
peptide sequences with HPV proteins. Examples
are lupus La autoantigen [53], methyl-CpG-
binding protein 2 [57,58], proteins P0 and P1
[76,77], Sm protein B/B0 and Sm protein D
[79,80], inter alia, are well known antigens that
are involved in various forms of SLE diseases.
Obviously, immune HPV-triggered cross-reac-
tions against such autoantigens might lead to
or accelerate lupus disease [17

&&

].
CLINICAL EVIDENCE

Searching for clinical evidence for SLE development
post-HPV infection may prove somewhat challeng-
ing as the exact onset of infection with HPV is unno-
ticed as a rule. For this reason, we chose to examine
clinical reports regarding the development of SLE
post-HPV vaccination, as it simulates infection with
HPV while offering a more accurate time table.
www.co-rheumatology.com 3
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Table 1. Pentapeptide sharing between HPV L1s from strain 31, 33, 45, 52 and 58, and human proteins that, when altered,

may relate to systemic lupus erythematosus syndromes

Peptidea,b HPV strainc

SLE-associated protein
involved in the
peptide sharingd

Disease
involvemente Refe

DILED 33 2B1D. MHC class II
antigen DRB1�13
(DR-13)

2B1D has a protective
role in SLE

[19,20]

IKNPT 33 5NT3A. Cytosolic 50 -
nucleotidase 3A.
7-methyl-guanosine

nucleotidase

Possibly associates with
anaemia that patients
with SLE develop
throughout the course
of the disease

[21,22]

STQNP 45 BANK1. B-cell scaffold
protein with ankyrin
repeats.

SLE [23]

LTPPP 33, 52, 58 BLK. Tyrosine-protein
kinase Blk.

Disseminated lupus
erythematosus

[24]

AGSAR
FLLQA
SRLLA
QAGLQ

31
31, 33, 52
33, 58
52

CO4A. Complement
C4-A.

Complement component
4A deficiency. A rare
defect of the
complement classical
pathway mainly
associated with
systemic lupus with/
out glomerulonephritis

[25–28]

AGSAR
FLLQA
AATAV
QAGLQ
SRLLA

31
31, 33, 52
45
52
33, 58

CO4B. Complement
C4-B.

Complement component
4B deficiency. A rare
defect of the
complement classical
pathway mainly
associated with
systemic lupus with/
out
glomerulonephritis.

[25–28]

LQDTK 31, 45 CO2. Complement C2 Complement component
2 deficiency mainly
associated with SLE

[29]

PLLNK
LLNKF
RAPST

31, 33, 52
31, 52
58

CO3. Complement C3 Complement component
3 deficiency. Patients
may develop
pyogenic infections,
arthralgia and
vasculitic rashes,
lupus-like syndrome
and
glomerulonephritis.

[30]

SGNPG 52 C1QA. Complement
C1q subcomponent
subunit A

Deficiency of C1QA
leads to severe
immune complex
disease with features
of SLE and
glomerulonephritis.

[31]

LKNSV
SGNTA

31
52, 58

CR1. Complement
receptor type 1.
C3b/C4b receptor.
CD antigen CD35.

Deficiency of CR1:
renal involvement in
SLE

[32–34]

GSIVT 58 CR2. Complement
receptor type 2. EBV
receptor. CD21.

SLE9 [35]

Infections and environmental aspects of autoimmunity
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Table 1 (Continued )

Peptidea,b HPV strainc

SLE-associated protein
involved in the
peptide sharingd

Disease
involvemente Refe

TSSGN 52 CTLA4. Cytotoxic T-
lymphocyte protein 4.
CD152.

SLE [36,37]

RKKTK 31 DNSL3.
Deoxyribonuclease
g. Liver and spleen
DNase.

SLE16 [38]

FKDYV 31 ETS1. Protein C-ets-1
(p54)

SLE [39]

SDAQI 31 IFIT3. Interferon-induced
protein with
tetratricopeptide
repeats 3. Retinoic
acid-induced gene G
protein. RIG-G.

SLE [40]

AGGPG
GSLED
LQAGL

31
31
33, 52

IRAK1. Interleukin-1
receptor-associated
kinase 1.

Paediatric SLE. [41]

SGSII 45 ITAM. Integrin alpha-M. SLE6. [42,43]

PAQPG 58 KI2LA. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 2DL5A.

Receptor on natural
killer (NK) cells.
Inhibits the activity of
NK cells thus
preventing cell lysis.
Disturbance between
activating and
inhibitory killer cell
IgG-like receptors
may be one of the
key factors underlying
the pathogenesis of
SLE.

[44–50,51&&]

LFFFL 33, 52, 58 KI2LB. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 2DL5B

SKVVS 31, 33, 52, 58 KI2L1. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 2DL1

SKVVS 31, 33, 52, 58 KI2L2. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 2DL2

LFFFL 33, 52, 58 KI3L1. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 3DL1

SKVVS
AVPKV

31, 33, 52, 58
45

KI3L2. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 3DL2

CEVPL 45 KLRG1. Killer cell lectin-
like receptor
subfamily G member
1.

ACVGL 31, 33, 58 KI3S1. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 3DS1

PAQPG 58 KI2S5. Killer cell
immunoglobulin-like
receptor 2DS5

Human papilloma virus and lupus Segal et al.
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Table 1 (Continued )

Peptidea,b HPV strainc

SLE-associated protein
involved in the
peptide sharingd

Disease
involvemente Refe

GDCPP 31, 45, 52 KPCD (isoform 2).
Protein kinase C d

type.

SLE [52]

AQPGS 58 LA. Lupus La
autoantigen. Sjoegren
syndrome type B
antigen. SS-B.

SLE [53]

TPSGS
SGTTA
GTTAS

31, 33, 52, 58
33
33

LARP6. La-related
protein 6. Acheron.
Lupus antigen
expressed in neurons
and muscles.

SLE [54]

VFRVR
PKVSA

31, 33, 58
45

LTK. Leukocyte tyrosine
kinase receptor.
Protein tyrosine
kinase 1.

SLE [55]

ASTST 45 MAGB2. Melanoma-
associated antigen B2

SLE [56]

KGSGT
GSGTT
KKVKK
SSVCK

33
33
33, 58
52

MECP2. Methyl-CpG-
binding protein 2

Susceptibility to lupus [57,58]

SEATV 31, 33, 52, 58 NCAM1. Neural cell
adhesion molecule 1
precursor. CD antigen
CD56.

Constitutional features
of SLE

[28]

SKVVS
APTST

31, 33, 52, 58
33

NLRP1. NACHT, LRR
and PYD domains-
containing protein 1.
Death effector
filament-forming ced-
4-like.

Association of vitiligo
with several diseases
including SLE

[59]

LLTVG
FGLTP

31, 45, 52
33, 52, 58

NMD3A. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 3A (GluN3A)
(N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptor subtype 3A)

Neuropsychiatric lupus [60–70]

LLTVG
SAPTT

31, 45, 52
58

NMD3B. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 3B (GluN3B)
(N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptor subtype 3B)

ETSNR 58 NMDE1. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 2A (GluN2A)
(Glutamate [NMDA]
receptor subunit e -1)
(N-methyl D-aspartate
receptor subtype 2A)

KRPAS 52 NMDE2. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 2B (GluN2B)
(Glutamate [NMDA]
receptor subunit e-2)
(N-methyl D-aspartate
receptor subtype 2B)

Infections and environmental aspects of autoimmunity
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Table 1 (Continued )

Peptidea,b HPV strainc

SLE-associated protein
involved in the
peptide sharingd

Disease
involvemente Refe

SASLQ 33, 58 NMDE3. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 2C (GluN2C)
Glutamate [NMDA]
receptor subunit e -3.
N-methyl D-aspartate
receptor subtype 2C.

AGGPG
AATAV
TTRAP

31
45
58

NMDE4. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 2D (GluN2D)
(Glutamate [NMDA]
receptor subunit e -4)
(N-methyl D-aspartate
receptor subtype 2D)

LQLIN 52 NMDZ1. Glutamate
receptor ionotropic,
NMDA 1 (GluN1)
(Glutamate [NMDA]
receptor subunit z-1)

TETGN 33 PK3CG.
Phosphatidylinositol
4,5-bisphosphate 3-
kinase catalytic
subunit g isoform.
Ser/Thr protein
kinase.

SLE [71]

PEKQD
NPYFS

45
58

PTN22. Tyr-protein
phosphatase
nonreceptor type 22
Hematopoietic cell
protein-tyr
phosphatase 70Z-PEP.

SLE and diabetes
mellitus, insulin
dependent (IDDM)

[72–74]

NPKKI
KAKPK

31
33

PXK. PX domain-
containing protein
kinase-like protein
(Modulator of Na,
K-ATPase) (MONaKA)

SLE [75]

IYNPE 45 RLA0. 60S acidic
ribosomal protein P0

SLE [76,77]

AGVNV 52 RLA1. 60S acidic
ribosomal protein P1

SLE [76,77]

PSASL 33, 52, 58 RNH2B. Ribonuclease
H2 subunit B. Aicardi-
Goutieres syndrome 2
protein. AGS2.

SLE [78]

AGGPG 31 RSMB. Small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein-
associated proteins B
and B0 (snRNP-B)
(Sm protein B/B0)

SLE [79,80]

AGGPG 31 RSMN. Small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein-
associated protein N
(snRNP-N) (Sm
protein D) (Sm-D)
(Sm-N)

SLE [79,80]

Human papilloma virus and lupus Segal et al.
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Table 1 (Continued )

Peptidea,b HPV strainc

SLE-associated protein
involved in the
peptide sharingd

Disease
involvemente Refe

NAKKL
KKKKV
KKKVK

33
52
52

SSRP1. FACT complex
subunit SSRP1.
Facilitates chromatin
transcription complex
80-kDa subunit.

SLE [81]

TVQSS 52 STAT4. Signal
transducer and
activator of
transcription 4

SLE11 [82]

SGLQY 31, 33, 52, 58 TNAP3. Tumour
necrosis factor a-
induced protein 3.

Disseminated lupus
erythematosus

[83]

LPPPS 45 TNIP1. TNFAIP3-
interacting protein 1.
A20-binding inhibitor
of NFkB activation 1.

SLE [84]

VPPPP 45 TREX1. Three-prime
repair exonuclease 1.
DNase III

SLE [85]

EVPLD 45 TRNK1. TPR and
ankyrin repeat-
containing protein 1.
Lupus brain antigen 1
homolog.

Psychotic bipolar
disorder.
Neuropsychiatric
lupus

[86]

HPV, human papilloma virus; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.
aShared pentapeptides are given in one letter code.
bPentapeptide matches were used as probes, as a pentapeptide is a minimal immune-biological determinant [87]. Matching analyses were conducted as already
described in detail [88]. In brief, L1s protein primary sequences were dissected into pentapeptides offset by one residue each other (i.e. MSVWR, SVWRP,
VWRPS and so forth). Next, each L1 pentapeptide was used to search the SLE antigen library for occurrence(s) of the same pentapeptide.
cHPV L1 proteins refer to strains: 31 (P17388, VL1_HPV31); 33 (P06416, VL1_HPV33); 45 (P36741,VL1_HPV45); 52 (Q05138, VL1_HPV52); and 58 (P26535;
VL1_HPV58). Further details at http://www.uniprot.org/.
dSLE-related proteins were retrieved from UniProt protein resource using the keyword ‘lupus’. Proteins described in the scientific-clinical literature and involved in
neuropsychiatric lupus such NRCAM1 [28], and NMDARs [60–65,67

&&

,68–70,89,90] were also analysed for a total of 129 human proteins. The 129 SLE-
related proteins are described by UniProtKB entries and listed in Supplemental Table 1.
eFurther references at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/; http://www.uniprot.org/.
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As mentioned, both commonly used HPV
vaccines are considered to have a decent safety profile;
however, in the past several years, reports of diverse
postvaccination autoimmune conditions have been
accumulating [116

&&

]. Among those were several
reports of postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome
(POTS), a disease suspected to be of an autoimmune
origin, developing up to 2 months postvaccination
[117,118]; two case reports of spontaneous pancreati-
tis developing up to 1 week postvaccination (while
other common causes were excluded) [119,120]; sev-
eral reports of primary ovarian failure developing
postvaccination, with the presence of antiovarian
and anti-TPO antibodies in two of the cases
[121,122], as well as some 2000 cases of probable
postvaccination autoimmune syndrome induced by
adjuvants (ASIA) collected from the American vaccine
adverse event reporting system (VAERS) [123].
8 www.co-rheumatology.com
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When examining evidence of the development
of SLE following the administration of HPVv, several
interesting publications are worth mentioning: In
2012 and 2013, two case series were published
reviewing a total of nine women ages 13–58 years
who developed SLE symptomatology days to weeks
after receiving the vaccine. Interestingly, all of the
women had either a personal or a familial history of
autoimmunity [124,125]. These cases are joined by a
more recent case report published in 2016 describ-
ing a 15-year-old female who developed SLE follow-
ing the second dose of Cervarix [126]. Furthermore,
a recent case–control assessment of VAERS con-
ducted with the purpose of examining autoimmune
adverse events in patients receiving HPVv as com-
pared with other vaccines found an odds ratio of
7.626 (95% CI 3.385–19.366) for developing SLE in
individuals immunized with HPVv [127

&
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It should be noted that a study conducted in
2013, assessing the safety of Gardasil in 27 young
females with SLE, found no increase in disease
activity scores and concluded the vaccine to be
well tolerated among young SLE patients [128].
However, this study, apart from its relatively small
cohort, did not examine naive individuals vacci-
nated and therefore is not suitable to properly
assess a possible role of HPVv in SLE development.
To date, we have no knowledge of a large random-
ized controlled trial able to supply concrete data
on the incidence of SLE among vaccinated indi-
viduals as compared with controls. Nonetheless,
the described case series as well as the VAERS
analysis seem to elude to a possible connection
between HPVv and SLE development in prone
individuals, justifying further research.
ATTENUATING FACTORS IN THE
RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN PAPILLOMA
VIRUS AND SYSTEMIC LUPUS
ERYTHEMATOSUS: THE MOSAIC OF
AUTOIMMUNITY

In an attempt to explain this relationship between
HPV and SLE, we must address the additional factors
involved in the complex mosaic of autoimmunity
[129]. Clearly, autoimmunity does not develop in
most individuals receiving HPVv, and the infectious
trigger represents merely one piece of a complex
puzzle, alongside multiple variables, both ‘innate’
(genetic background, hormonal balance) and
‘acquired’ (environmental effects such as nutrition,
lifestyle, climate, exposure to triggers, etc.), which
together serve as the platform for the development
of autoimmunity. In this context, the history of
autoimmunity found in almost all case reports of
SLE post-HPVv is extremely relevant, as it suggests a
genetic predisposition for autoimmunity. One well
known example of such a genetic susceptibility is
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II allele DRB1,
different serotypes of which were shown to be
associated with SLE [130,131]. Indeed, identifying
traits of genetic susceptibility holds great promise,
as it implies the possibility to determine who will
most likely develop autoimmunity upon exposure
to certain triggers.
UNIQUE PEPTIDE VACCINES: A POSSIBLE
SOLUTION

In light of the mentioned body of evidence, it seems
that current HPV vaccines may hold a significant
risk for developing autoimmune phenomena in
specific individuals. However, there is clear benefit
in administering these vaccines in terms of cancer
1040-8711 Copyright � 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights rese
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prevention. Therefore, the question arises: is there a
way to eliminate the risk of HPV vaccines while
maintaining the benefits? A novel suggestion to this
end lies in a recent publication [132

&&

] suggesting a
change be made in the pathogenic content of these
vaccines; while the current vaccines are composed
of HPV proteins bearing significant similarity to
human proteins, it is possible to select viral proteins
that are unique and bear no similarity to the human
proteome. Altering the content of the vaccine in this
manner may guarantee effective immune response
against viral elements that will prevent infection,
while avoiding the potential cross-reactivity that
may lead to the development of autoimmunity.
CONCLUSION

SLE is a complex autoimmune disease with a con-
voluted, mostly undeciphered etiopathogenesis.
However, there is a vast body of evidence supporting
the theory that certain infectious agents may be
involved in the induction of this disease. Recently,
several publications have implicated infection with
HPV to be highly associated with SLE in the epide-
miological level. Furthermore, evidence are
accumulating of the development of autoimmune
phenomena post-HPV vaccination. These findings
raise the hypothesis of HPV infection posing as a
trigger for SLE development in prone individuals. A
significant possible mechanism for this process is of
molecular homology, or shared peptides between
HPV and human proteins, leading to an immune
cross-reaction that may result in autoimmune dis-
ease. We have demonstrated herein that L1 proteins
of HPV possess vast peptide homology to human
proteins associated with SLE, thus supporting the
possibility of an immune cross-reaction. We believe
that this described mechanism may serve as one
possible aetiological factor in the development of
SLE, which is clearly complex and multifactorial. Of
course, there is still much to be illustrated in the
intricate processes leading to the development of
SLE; however, in light of these circumstantial evi-
dence implicating HPV as a cofactor, we suggest the
introduction of HPV vaccines based on unique pep-
tides strands bearing no homology to the human
proteome, thus reducing the risk of a possible cross-
reaction.
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